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Introduction 
 The objectives of education will have raise such capacity in an 
individual that he can achieve determined national objectives which are 
essential to protect and welfare of society as well as nation with through 
an individual`s profession and increased in research attitude so that he 
can develop himself personally and he became utilizatibe and reform able 
for society and nation and all round development personality and 
development of balanced creative, and curious personality is the universal 
objectives of education and a equal sequence of development contain in 
from the creation of nature with the help of education an individual can 
adopt all qualities which are needful to product, protect and welfare to 
family society and nation as well an individual`s they inculcates a quality 
of humanity which approach can make progress, civilization protection 
and welfare of society nation and human being. 
 

Abstract 
Modern education system shall a wake an individual’s  for  his 

future  life accord to  it  should  remain present our opinion and by other 
education an individual will became only literate so it will unable to 
develop expected citizenship. The Childs of todays are the creators of 
nation this is valuable expectation from university. If he himself unable 
to living his life than how can he make welfare society nation and 
universe men dwelling in the society and getting their life there an 
individual he perform his function and duties to ward society according 
to that each and every person should earn equal emotion so that he can 
became productive and such types of education system shall develop 
students good personality the process of specific knowledge is related 
to the science in that it will determine logic , truth , base and truth 
incident by science the sources of our culture is the physical production 
so that it has given more importance to human life for a every person of 
society it is essential to the development of personality will have remain 
balanced in view physical , intellectual and social in productive 
education both the people and Govt shall have to co-operative to each 
other from that govt make efforts to achieve a national objectives which 
are needful to welfare of nation. 
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               Modern education system can make a wake to 
an individual for his future of life accord to that we make 
present our determined views and opinion in other 
education with this education and individual can became 
only literate and this education will unable to develops 
expected citizen the youth of today is the creator of 
nationThis is the valuable expect ions of university 
education if he himself is unable to living his life than 
how can he protect, and welfare society nation and 
universe. 
               According to this education it can develop a 
liberal disposition in every an individuals and from this 
approach he will create in himself a quality of sociality, 
scientificality, productivity and plannigability for the 
progress, civilizes protect productive and welfare of 
society and nation each countries have a separate 
culture and with through the culture an individual make 
develop and accept good cultural elements culture and 
tradition of their countries raised social organization 
social unity and co-operative attitude for each other with 
this and individual can adopt civilization so every person 
of society can make believe on social and traditional 
values and as an individual he can perform his function 
toward production, protection, development and welfare 
of society and nation so the development of man is the 
culture that is given in the history of countries. 
Objectives of education as a means of national 
welfare     
3.1 To find out education can create an individual’s 

mental outlook of productvity. 
3.2 To study an education is capable to raised positive 

mental disposition toward welfare of society and 
nations. 

3.3 To find out education can inculcate social, scientific 
productive and planning values in an individual for 
welfare of nation. 

3.4 To study an education is a means of national 
welfare. 

3.5 To study an education can raised aims of 
productive education for welfare of nation. 

3.6 To find out an education can make creative 
objectives by work experience for welfare of society 
and nation. 

3.7 To examine the plans for production oriented 
education can make welfare of an individual, society 
and nation.    

Need and Importance of Productive Education 
 Each countries have separate culture and 
every person will develop cultural element himself and 
accept it their cultural and tradition as like that social 
organization, social unity and co-operative attitudes it 
can raised in every individual`s with through this an 
individual achieved socialization every person of country 
shall believe an social and traditional values accord to a 
person can perform their function the development of 
man is the culture and that is given in the history of 
country. 
 The mental disposition will create by custom, 
tradition and blind belief of an individual on the basic 
differentiation this is raised from lack of proper education 
but with proper education an individual can develops 
himself and make welfare of nation the modern 
education system will unable to create good qualities is 
an individual but in modernization good qualities and 
capacity of individual is essential; even than it is find 

rare in every individual man dwelling in the society and 
cultivate their life in the society man perform several 
works and duties in the society accord to each person 
will achieve equal social emotion and make himself 
productive and such education system shall develops 
good personality of student. 
Aims of Productive Education 

  The aims and objectives of productive 
education are  
To Combine the Science in Life   
                 The process of specific knowledge is related 
is related to the science in that it would determine logic 
truth base and truth incident. With through the science it 
can connect the process of chemical biological 
geographical and commodities as like that it can again 
connect to the intelligent mental and spiritual elements 
in the modern system but it is not synthesis between 
science and spirituality it is one draw backs of science.  
To Supports with Science to Social Traditions and 
Traditional Values. 
                 The sources of our culture is the physical 
production so it has given more important in human life 
for a every person of society and every person carried 
equal social approach for them Indian culture has given 
specific and different values to different factors with 
through the science education they come to know truth 
knowledge and society values for develops the evil 
tradition and customs so it is needful to provide 
productive education.  
To Establish Relation with Science to the Life and 
Needs.  
                 It is needful duties of an individual to fulfill 
social needs in daily involving in life’s activity education 
can provide knowledge of geography, science and other 
subject and this knowledge will utilizes for the social life 
this education will use for the development of personality 
accord to that the child can creates a favorable 
environment for himself which can make him productive. 
To Combine trainers with Science Development. 
                 Number of inventions will have made by 
science and these will have given opportunities to the 
agriculture engineering, and development of industries 
and it should have achieved more benefits of all 
research so growth in the national income therefore the 
education will have provide to the child on basis of 
science.                                                          
To Combine Science with Spiritualism. 
                The existence of life is related to soul of man 
every person will have remain strongly by his soul and 
development of soul is related to the natural activities 
from nature a child can earn motivation in his learning 
and the will develops himself but the excellent 
development can arise from spiritualism and naturalism. 
Creative Objectives by Work Experience. 
                 Work experience can create capacity in an 
individual are as follows. 
 
Literacy 
                 Literate person remain skillful than illiterate 
person literacy is a tools which can earn various 
knowledge with the social leaning that it will earn 
knowledge of language such as reading, writing, social 
literacy and psychology of human being. 
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Numerical Knowledge. 
                 If a person should not have numerical 
knowledge than they will not do their works properly for 
which activity provide to them so the knowledge of 
mathematic is essential in every field of life. 
Physical Labour 
                 In modern education system it has a great 
lack of education for physical lab our there for this 
oppototunities cannot get to the learners so child cannot 
become self dependent it is necessary to provide this 
opportunity for everyone those who are learning. 
Social Service and Research. 
                 Works experience can create social emotion 
in the mind of child by earning education he can fulfill his 
needs with social emotion and social service will raised 
there the personality of child should have mate with 
essential element such as leadership, skill and research 
attitude which can arise new inventions.  
Vocationalization. 
                 The major means in life is always consider 
that a earning of money so for it is necessary to cultivate 
a vocational capacity among student through education 
they will become productive. 
Dev of Personality 
                 Dev of personality of child will have to do with 
education of physical Mind and social and social and 
productive education can develop personality with 
economic physical mental and intellectual. 
Plan for Production Oriented Education. 
                 Planning is the essential factor for making a 
good work organization and for this organization to 
making successful objectives are determined so for 
productive education planning and organization will 
essential element these areas follows.                 
Student and Plan 
                 Student is one essential factors of productive 
factor and for inspecting the capacity of production it is 
needful to provide knowledge interest and capacity for 
student about production such education make a 
student with strong minded and develop excellent skill in 
then. 
Teacher and Plan. 
                 The main organizer of productive education is 
the teacher and teacher can creates cultural, education 
social and intellectual attitudes in the mind of students. 
School and Plan. 
                 The school is a main field of productive 
education and plan student will become from the school 
and from student develops in him physical, social and 
intellectual power. 
Objective of Education and Plan. 
                 Following objectives are kept for productive 
education.  
             
1. To bring self dependent in food. 
2. To solve problem of employment and economic. 
3. To establish social and national understanding. 
4. To create humanity spiritualism. 
Education System and Plan. 
                 In productive education both the people and 
Govt. have to remain on co-operative basis so they 
creates establish school /institutions for fulfill their area 
own needs and from the institution /school/education got 
make effort to achieve national objectives and the same 

effort can be done by society therefore such attitude can 
arise productive education approach. 
Education Policy and Plan. 
                 Productive education can follows special 
rules of policy so we can achieve development of 
student aspics whereas he will bring self function in 
himself and such education can provide them 
knowledge and skill of production of commodities and 
services. 
Curriculum and Production Oriented Education. 
                 Preparing the curriculum of productive 
education it is expected to thinks about objectives and 
barrier principles of productive education these are 
divided in curriculum are as follows. 
Literacy Syllabus on Primary Level 
  An individual can not earn knowledge without 
literacy so it is need full for child to make practice of 
reading, writing moths and proper pronunciation in daily 
life accord to child will achieve curiosity, and observation 
of his life and with this attitudes they creates a good an 
environment.  
General Education As Means of literacy on 
Secondary Level. 
.   When child become fully literate than he 
become New means of knowledge he can observe 
ancient foresight of education what types of situation 
happened in that period in the society so organizing a 
special programmers through this earned efficiency in 
productive and prime duty of family is to make good 
Ingram on child from that child can develop belief on 
social behaviour, culturalelment devotion philosophy of 
festival and proud nation. 
Specific Directive Syllabus on Higher level of 
Education. 
                 After completing a higher education it is must 
to provide them a proper education and it is essetial to 
make their mental disposition for selecting new direction 
of education in mudhyaliyar education commission will 
have given more stress on teaching –learning process 
on specific subject such as language, social science, 
math, science arts and psychology, commerce, 
vocational education through this education students \ 
youth can achieve productive education. 
Specific Syllabus and Definite Research on 
University Level.  
                 Child \ student decide their proper direction 
unitl high school education accords to the youth 
develops \ create their future in college and university 
education here a student gave most stress on specific to 
achieving skills. 
                 It is good duties of good Govt to provide 
importance to creating knowledge in the child as it is 
student can be make him to selfdepentent and with 
social facilities provisions for student will made so 
student became motivated to the Excellency of welfare 
of nation for getting a special objectives and for Govt 
would organizes the curriculum vocationab science and 
an arts than they can became good and important factor 
of education. 
Conclusion 
                 Education as a means of national welfare that 
can achieve the best life of human being as to sociality, 
scientificality, productivity and plannigability and that 
would adopt changeable environment as well as earned 
favorable and changeable balance in his life man 
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dwelling in society and earned their life in society man 
has done several work and duties of societies accord to 
that each and every person can achieve equal social 
emotion so they became productive factors and such 
system of education can develops good personalities of 
students the superior duties of best Govt is to provide 
importance to the creating a new knowledge for child 
than child can became self development and survive 
them special facilities that it can make them motivated to 
the Excellency of welfare nation for achieving special 
national objectives. 
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